
Installation Instructions

FRI-0190

Installation of ram air system

PARTS  LIST

VW GOLF 5 R32 / Audi A3 (8P) V6 3.2Q

filter case

filter

fannel adaptor

band#56 x5

elbow hose

alminuim pipe

brace(0016A)

bolt A x5

zip tie x4

9. Connect the MAF (air sensor) to 
filter case assembly.

7. Assemble the filter to the funnel adapter 
and joint adapter.

10. The elbow hose and aluminum pipe are 
attached to the MAF (air sensor) at an angle. 
Refer to the picture for details.

12.  Install the carbon filter assembly as seen 
here and insert the aluminum pipe in the suction 
pipe. Secure with a hose clamp.

13. The brace mounts to the body as indicated the red arrow.

8.  Mount the brace (part #0016A) to filter case 
next to the adapter neck as shown. 
Insert the filter in the filter casing. 

1.  Remove the original air induction duct. 2. Unplug the MAF (air sensor) coupler, 
loosen hose clamp and remove the cleaner box as a whole unit.

4.  Remove the wiring clip and the OE box bracket. 
The wiring clip is located under the fuse box.

3.  Remove the MAF (air sensor) from 
the air clear case.

5. To lengthen the MAF (air sensor) wiring. 
Remove the tape from the bundled wiring as seen in the picture.

6.  After separating the MAF (air sensor) and 
the other wiring, and wrap it in the 7mm and/
or 10mm corrugated/ridge tubing accordingly.
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An attached band is used.An attached band is used.

bracketbracket

joint adapter

rubber hose

corrugate tubeφ10 x1

corrugate tubeφ7 x1

heat-resistant 
mat tape x2

11. Apply heat resistant tape to the area on 
the back of the filter case that contacts the 
radiator hose. 

heat-resistant mat tapeheat-resistant mat tape

CAUTION

Thank you for buying the GruppeM Ram Air System
Before installation, verify that you have all of the parts in the Parts 
List on the right.

• Please read the entire instruction manual before proceeding. 
• Ensure you have all necessary tools before proceeding.
• Do not attempt to work on your vehicle when the engine is hot.
• Disconnect the negative battery terminal before proceeding.
• Retain factory parts and our installation manual for future use.
• GruppeM Inc. will not be held responsible for installations to 
   any motor vehicle model other than the one specified.

14.  Installation of the intake system is now complete. 

We hope you enjoy the power and performance of your new intake system. 
Thank you for choosing GruppeM.
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